
Dendrite (2019), Q-tips and plaster. All images Â© Jessica Drenk, courtesy of Galleri Urbane, shared with permissionMontana-born artist Jessica Drenk (previously) employs simple materials, like shopping flyers and
standard No. 2 pencils, to create organic sculptures that are chaotic and arresting explorations of the substances themselves. Bundled Q-tips spread across a site-specific installation like the roots of a tree, a carved
section of plywood reveals concentric patterns, and strips of junk mail are plastered together in long waves.While Drenk&#8217;s latest series, titled Transmutations, is diverse and ranges from wall pieces to cavernous
sculptures, each artwork explores materiality and how disparate shapes and textures combine to create forms that are new both physically and conceptually. The artist explains in a statement:In treating everyday objects
as raw material to sculpt, I practice a form of conceptual alchemy: through physically manipulating these objects their meanings become transmuted. Each piece is a direct response to materialâ€”a subversion of the
meanings associated with it, and a reference to the life cycle of objects through time.If you&#8217;re in Dallas, Transmutations is on view at Galleri Urbane through October 31. Otherwise, follow Drenk&#8217;s textural
works on Artsy, and watch an interview with the artist at her studio below.&nbsp;Contour 3 (2020), carved plywood, 47 x 38 x 3 inchesImplement 68 (2020), pencils, 22 x 18 x 17 inchesCerebral Mapping (2020), books
and wax, 132 x 80 inchesCompression 3 (2020), books, wax on wood panel, and wood frame, 44 x 38 x 2 inchesDendrite (2019), Q-tips and plasterTop: Aggregate 3 (2020), junk mail, 28 x 130 x 2.25 inches. Bottom:
Aggregate 2 (2020), junk mail and plaster, 20 x 78 x 2.5 inchesLeft: Circulation 18 (2020), books and wax, 31 x 29 x 1.5 inches. Right: Circulation 19 (2020), junk mail and cardboard, 36 x 36 x 1.5 inchesï»¿All images Â©
Robert Peek, shared with permissionRotterdam-based photographer Robert Peek creates ghostly photographic stills of botanical forms that wouldnâ€™t look out of place on Miss Havishamâ€™s festering dining room
table. On first inspection, Peekâ€™s work resembles paintings with smoke dripping from the flowersâ€™ petals and leaves. Colors are drawn out and enhanced, while other hues are shrouded in the white veil. With his
perception-bending methodology, close-ups of lavender and thistle heads are transformed into mythical creations that peek out from the hazy background.Having trained at the Royal College of Art, Peek developed an
interest in using light as a tool to change the composition and texture of his pieces, turning photographs into painting-like artworks. Many of his projects, which he shares on Behance, are inspired by an interest in
loneliness and isolation, and his photographs capture a melancholic rawness of natural blossoms frozen in time.To create his eerie works, Peek submerges his chosen flowery forms in a fish glass before adding white ink
to the water, then employs two Profoto lamps to manipulate the lighting, sometimes using a high speed to freeze the image in time. The results reveal bold, still forms steeped in mystery. (via This Isn&#8217;t
Happiness)&nbsp;All images Â© Mister Finch, shared with permissionLeeds-based artist Mister Finch (previously) thrifts scraps of brocades and cottons to shape into fantastical creatures that are both whimsical and
slightly unnerving. His recent pieces include a series of oversized spiders that the artist photographs suspended from the ceiling or scaling his workshop wall. The past few years my work has become more
sculpture-based with my creatures pretty much all stood up and attached to bases. Finch writes. I love the way this looks and enables me to dress and humanize them, which is something I&#8217;ve always wanted to
do.Although the ongoing pandemic has stifled the artist&#8217;s foraging of fabrics and other materials in recent months, Finch notes that he&#8217;s been pulling textiles from his home stash and occasionally visiting
fairs and markets. He&#8217;s also been scaling down his sculptures so that they&#8217;re easier to handle without assistance.Finch published two books filled with his fairytale-style sculptures and settings in recent
yearsâ€”and currently is working on a thirdâ€”which you can purchase in his shop along with cards and totes. Dive further into his eccentric projects on Instagram.All images Â© Catherine Panebianco, shared with
permissionJamestown, New York-based photographer Catherine Panebianco compresses the space between family memories and her life at present through her series,Â No Memory Is Ever Alone. The moving collection
features vast landscapes and unoccupied rooms with Panebianco&#8217;s continued intervention: in each shot, she holds up a photographic slide of her family in a similar location, juxtaposing the decades-old visual
against a current-day backdrop.Beyond capturing loved ones in moments of joyâ€”many feature her mother, who died in recent yearsâ€”the film reminds Panebianco of a holiday tradition. Her dad used to bring out a box
of slides that he photographed in his late teens and early 20s every Christmas and made us view them on an old projector on our living room wall telling the same stories every year, she writes in a statement. It was a
consistent memory from a childhood where we moved a lot and I never felt like I had a steady â€œplaceâ€• to live and create memories. Imbued with nostalgia, the new images bind the threads of family memory and
tradition with the histories of her parent&#8217;s lives and now, her own.Panebianco chose to recreate each shot manually rather than using Photoshop to place one on top of the other. Part of the process that was
necessary for me was to find the right location and feel my dadâ€™s slides united with how I live todayâ€”a place within a place, a memory within a memory, she says.See more of the shots in No Memory Is Ever Alone
on Panebianco&#8217;s site and Instagram. (via This Isn&#8217;t Happiness)&nbsp;Intimate Immensity (2016). Photograph by Trevor Good. All images Â© Clare BÃ¶rsch, shared with permissionSprawling across
paint-chipped walls and tiny alcoves, the collaged installations of artist Clare BÃ¶rsch mimic overgrown jungles and whimsical forest scenes. Layers of flora, fauna, and the occasional gemstone or human figure comprise
the amorphous paper artworks as they transform spaces into fantastical ecosystems.In a note to Colossal, BÃ¶rsch shares that she began her artistic practice as a way to translate her dreams, which are often lucid and
informed by memories and a strong tie to nature, into physical objects that others could immerse themselves in. Growing up in Brazil, I had the ocean, rivers, and jungles that always existed in stark contrast to the
industrial cities (I lived in Sao Paulo). So my earliest and most formative memories are of lush, humming tropical ecosystems â€”and the encroaching industrial landscapes of Brazil&#8217;s cities, she says.The
Berlin-based American artist sources her many of the vintage photographs from open source archives, including the Biodiversity Heritage Library (previously), Pixabay, and Unsplash. Some of the botanical elements she
draws or photographs herself before cutting around the organic elements and assembling them in new, sometimes bizarre, compositions.&nbsp;Jungle installation commissioned by Book A Street Artist Berlin for Riem
Arcaden in Munich. Photograph by the artistDespite the vibrancy and lively qualities of the three-dimensional collages, BÃ¶rsch uses her artworks to reflect on the ongoing climate crisis and destruction of biodiversity,
commentary that&#8217;s laced with themes of decay and death. She explains:This came into focus for me when I made a series of collages and then later realized that many of the species in the vintage illustrations had
already gone extinct. Humanity has wiped out 68% of all our planet&#8217;s biodiversity since 1970, so working with vintage illustrations can be very heartbreaking as much of the diversity in these gorgeous old naturalist
prints has been wiped out by human activity.Since then, BÃ¶rsch has been collaborating with scientist Louisa Durkin, of the Nordic Academy of Biodiversity and Systematics Studies, to identify ways the artworks can
spark awareness and dialogue about environmental issues. I often say that I do not want my art to be a funerary dirge for everything we could have saved, she says.In recent months, BÃ¶rsch has been working on a
commissioned series that will culminate in a forthcoming book, titled Why Do Tigers Have Whiskers? And Other Cool Things About Animals, which is scheduled for release by Thames &amp; Hudson in May 2021. Follow
the artist on Instagram to see her latest projects, including an immersive installation commenting on regenerative approaches to tackling problems of biodiversity, which she plans to unveil in early November. (thnx,
Elsie!)&nbsp;Intimate Immensity (2016)Intimate Immensity (2016)Jungle installation commissioned by Book A Street Artist Berlin for Riem Arcaden in MunichPhotograph by Kolja RaschkeIntimate Immensity (2016).
Photograph by Trevor GoodPhotograph by Kolja RaschkePhotograph by Kolja RaschkeAll images Â© Wally Koval, shared with permissionDevotees of Wes Anderson&#8217;s films can spot the pastel architecture and
simple signage synonymous with the American director&#8217;s aesthetic anywhere, a notion that&#8217;s proven in a newly released book by Wally Koval. Buoyed by an Instagram account with more than 1,200
images from all seven continents, Accidentally Wes Anderson showcases international destinations with the likeness of the Grand Budapest Hotel or the heavily wallpapered train cars of The Darjeeling Limited. The
368-page edition is teeming with charm, quirky compositions, and picturesque settings and even includes a foreword written by the famed director himself, who previously had no ties to the endeavor.Based in Brooklyn,
Koval began collecting photographs in 2017 and has since amassed an incredible archive, which he&#8217;s categorized by location, theme, and color palette on his site. Further explore the idiosyncratic locales by
picking up a copy of Accidentally Wes Anderson on Bookshop. (via Fast Company)&nbsp;Flower Power (2020), crocheted wool and Fender Stratocaster, 106.7 x 12.7 x 38.1 centimeters. All images courtesy of The Big
Art Auction, shared with permissionA new piece by Portuguese artist Joana Vasconcelos (previously) envelops one of Fender&#8217;s Stratocaster guitars in a vibrant sheath of wool. Titled Flower Power, loosely
crocheted petals cover the entirety of the instrument, wrapping the body, neck, and head in a kaleidoscopic bouquet. The fibrous webbing evokes the aesthetic of the 1960s when Fender&#8217;s model secured its
legendary status.Along with a diverse series of artist-customized Strats, Flower Power will be auctioned on Nov. 4 through The Big Art Auction, a collaborative event hosted by The Big Issue Group and Creative Giants.
Proceeds from the sales will be donated to The Big Issue, a United Kingdom-based organization that creates economic opportunities for folks who are marginalized and in need. To follow Vasconcelos&#8217;s crocheted
interventions, head to Instagram.&nbsp;Flower Power (2020), crocheted wool and Fender Stratocaster, 106.7 x 12.7 x 38.1 centimetersFlower Power (2020), crocheted wool and Fender Stratocaster, 106.7 x 12.7 x 38.1
centimetersThere are just ten days left to submit your art for consideration in the winter issue (#24) ofÂ Create! Magazine, which will be curated by our editor-in-chief,Â Christopher Jobson. Create! has been dedicated to
promoting the work ofÂ contemporary artists, curators, and entrepreneurs since it was founded by Ekaterina Popova in 2013. Today, the international publication spans digital, print, and audio platforms.Â Find all the
submission guidelines on Create! Magazineâ€™s siteâ€”a reminder thatÂ Colossal MembersÂ receive 20% off everything inÂ the storeâ€”and share your work before the November 1 deadline.A new discovery on the
side of the Mirador Natural Hill in Peru reveals that common feline activitiesâ€”namely sprawling out in the most comfortable positionâ€”have remained relatively stable throughout the last 2,000 years. This week,
archaeologists unearthed a 120-foot-wide etching of a cat at the Nazca Lines site in Peru, which is home to a series of geoglyphs depicting a spider, monkey, hummingbird, whale, and fish. The feline rendering dates back
to the Late Paracas period between 2
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